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Values, Ethics, and FoundaKons
in Digital EducaKon

Course ObjecKves
Upon compleKon of this course students should be able to:

• IdenKfy, arKculate, and respond to major ethical issues related to
the digital realm, including fair use, plagiarism, piracy, security, and
ciKzenship
• ArKculate, model, and facilitate safe, healthy, and legal uses of
digital informaKon and technologies, including the development
and curaKon of a digital idenKty.
• ArKculate, model, and promote strategies for addressing moral
issues and character formaKon in digital informaKon and
technology from a theological perspecKve.
• Model and promote diversity, cultural understanding, and global
awareness by using digital-age communicaKon and collaboraKon
tools to interact locally and globally with students, peers, parents,
and the larger community.
• Model and promote strategies of social jusKce in order to help
students and teachers achieve equitable access to digital tools,
resources and technology-related promising pracKces.

Mike Ribble’s Digital CiKzenship Model
Respect Yourself/Respect Others
• Digital EKque<e: electronic standards of conduct or procedure.
• Digital Access: full electronic parKcipaKon in society.
• Digital Law: electronic responsibility for acKons and deeds.
Educate Yourself/Educate Others
• Digital CommunicaKon: electronic exchange of informaKon.
• Digital Literacy: process of teaching and learning about technology and
the use of technology.
• Digital Commerce: electronic buying and selling of goods.
Protect Yourself/Protect Others
• Digital Rights and Responsibility: those freedoms extended to everyone
in a digital world.
• Digital Security: electronic precauKons to guarantee safety.
• Digital Health and Welfare: physical and psychological well-being in a
digital technology world.

Technology – liberator, oppressor, or
instrument?

Source: Image from the Bezos Center for InnovaKon at MOHAI by M. J. Paulus
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The Tower of Babel

Source: Pieter Bruegel the Elder, The Tower of Babel h<p://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Tower_of_Babel_(Bruegel)
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A<enKon

Source: Vi<ore Carpaccio, “St. AugusKne in His Study” h<p://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._AugusKne_in_His_Study_(Carpaccio)

A<enKon
• Most important digital literacy or
discipline
• NarraKve network and direct
experience network
• The Ten Words: A<enKon to the
love of God and neighbor – past
memories, future expectaKons,
present experiences
Source: Vi<ore Carpaccio, “St. AugusKne in His Study” h<p://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._AugusKne_in_His_Study_(Carpaccio)

Simone Weil, “ReﬂecKons on the
Right Use of School Studies”:
A<enKon consists of suspending our
thought, leaving it detached, empty, and
ready to be penetrated by the object;
it means holding in our minds, within
reach of this thought, but on a lower
level and not in contact with it, the
diverse knowledge we have acquired
which we are forced to make use of.
Source: Caspar David Friedrich, “Wanderer above the Sea of Fog” h<p://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wanderer_above_the_Sea_of_Fog)

